Areas referred to in the deed of settlement between Waitaha and the Crown

20 hectares, approximately, being Part Sections 3 and 4 Block XVI
Otanevaluiku, Waiuku, Auckland District
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Otanevaluiku
Areas referred to in the deed of settlement between Waitaha and the Crown.

Hakoko Creek
5 hectares, approximately, being Part Waitaha 1 Block.

Pahtiti Creek
3 hectares, approximately, being Part To Puke Block.

Popaki Creek
5 hectares, approximately, being Part Waitaha 1 Block and Part To Puke Block.

Parikawaangatto
5 hectares, approximately, being Part To Puke Block.

Approved as to boundaries: MAP FOR DISCUSSION for Waitaha PURPOSES ONLY for and on behalf of the Crown.